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New Edition of the Magazine
PU FOCUS.
 
Dear Readers,
Welcome to OMS Group latest PU Focus edition!
The aim of this issue of PU Focus magazine is to give you 
an up-date regarding the OMS activities and to illustrate the 
fascinating world of polyurethane industry by presenting 
our machineries, engineering solutions and current 
developments.
The long-term experience, the “customer oriented approach”, 
the quality and reliability of our products and of course, the 
passion we put in every single project … make the difference!

OMS: your machinery expert with almost 50 years of 
international activity into polyurethane processing machinery 
and dedicated production lines, OMS Group can offer you the 
best expertise, new technologies and products to guarantee 
an efficient future for your company.

COMMITMENT, DEDICATED BUSINESS UNITS AND LOCAL 
SUPPORT.
These are the three main points that we believe are the keys 
of our success:

COMMITMENT: OMS Group organization is based on 
different units and manufacturing centres specialized in 
different dedicated technologies.
The technical design department, the in-house mixing heads 
manufacturing, the electrical software division and R&D 
department are managed by long-term experienced people, 
focused on a common target: to assure you the best and 
cost-effective solution, because your success is our pride.

www.omsgroup.it

DEDICATED BUSINESS UNITS:  OMS Automation & FIRST 
are good examples of specialized business units ready 
to listen and to provide you with the best technology and 
equipment, according to your needs.
OMS Automation is a fully in-house facility for the design and 
construction of the downstream equipment.
FIRST is a division dedicated to designing and supplying a 
complete range of tailor-made solutions for the production of 
rigid-faced sandwich panels. 
Nowadays a number of satisfied customers worldwide are 
our best reference on the market.

LOCAL SUPPORT: no doubts that an efficient post-sales 
service makes the difference.
The international OMS Group tech-service network is based 
on skilled technicians, speaking the same language, with 
long-term experience.
The joint efforts of our team is ready to assist you with an 

excellent service and genuine spare parts on stock!
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High Speed Lamination Line For 
Celotex Uk

Celotex (part of Saint Gobain), one of the leading manufacturers 
of PIR insulation boards for the UK construction industry, 
has chosen OMS Group as its partner supplier for their new 
continuous production plant for flexible faced PIR rigid foam 
insulation panels.

One of the most modern high-speed lamination plants in the 
world using the latest technology will be installed in early 
2017 by OMS Group for Celotex in a brand new factory 
building in Eggborough, North Yorkshire, UK.

The plant comprises:

•	 Double unwinders for top and bottom flexible facings
•	 A bespoke lay-down area with flexible and zonal 

temperature control
•	 The OMS double belt laminator will run at a production 

speed of 60 linear metres per minute
•	 It will be possible to produce Trapezoidal (tapered) boards
•	 Automatic panel thickness control thanks to the 

innovative construction concept applied to the double 
belt conveyor

R&D Development 

Always more customers take advantages of the activities of 
our R&D department for the development and realization of 
their final products.

The activity is not only made in our laboratory but it extends 
to the pre-series production and also directly at customer’s 
sites.

Thanks to the new investments, our R&D has low and high 
pressure metering machines and special devices at disposal 
and they are often delivered upon request to our customer’s 
factories so to verify that the technologies developed in our 
laboratory are also working at a large scale.

•	 Innovative energy saving heating system for the double 
belt conveyor in order to process highly reactive PIR 
formulations

•	 A multi-components metering and inline mixing unit for 
Polyol and blowing agents, composed of multiple high 
pressure metering groups, each one equipped with 
“mass” flow meters and close loop control.

•	 Flying-cross cut saw
•	 A dedicated cooling system for PIR boards
•	 Longitudinal and transversal trimming/profiling machines
•	 Fully-automated panel stacking all managed by an 

integrated Supervisor Control System
•	 Plant control is completely integrated into an industrial 

PC (industrial personal computer) to handle and control 
the whole production line

•	 A number of dedicated and unique features developed by 
teams from Celotex and OMS.

OMS, together with OMS Automation, are proud to be working 
with Celotex to share their combined extensive experience to 
jointly develop the next generation of high speed lamination 
PIR manufacturing plants.
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Some significant examples recently developed are: the unit to 
introduce the blowing agent as third stream directly into the 
mixing head, the “EcoFiller” solid + liquid metering device and 
we are running intensive activities relative to an innovative 
distribution system for the production of PIR boards as well 
as for a new mixing heads model Y2K 20-30 specially designed 
for high-flow rates which could be used for all applications 
requiring a laminar flow coming out from the mixing heads at 
very high outputs.

Another very important activity of our R&D department 
is connected to a new system of cutting/profiling (OMS 
patent) for the production of PIR boards with flexible faces.

This system will bring big savings because thanks to the 
new technology approach the end-users will save a lot of 
scraps typically generated during the milling operations.
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OMS New Steps In Automotive 
Industry

Plant for the sound absorption blocks 
production for automotive “head-
liners”

The continuous evolution of the automotive market requires 
continuous improvements on our cars and consequently the 
development of new materials and with them the machines 
to be able to process and produce in series.

OMS with its highly experienced technical staff never pulls 
back to a new challenge.
Thanks to our dedication, experience and passion we were 
able to design and produce successfully a new discontinuous  
production plant  to the Turkish company Formfleks 
A.Ş. for the production of soundproofing panels 
dedicated to the automotive industry.

The plant can perfectly meter four individual chemical 
components of which one solid is in form of powder. 
Thus obtaining a high quality product that is able to 
achieve a very low density of 15 KG/m3 and excellent 
sound insulation properties.

Formfleks A.Ş was founded in 1983 as a member of  Erkurt 
Holding  in Bursa/Turkey and operates in Bursa, Adapazarı 
and Gölcük in Turkey. It manufactures silencers that insulate 
engine and road noises for devices in all segments using 
lightweight PU or applying PU on elastomer-based heavy 
layer plates; floor and trunk carpets, lightweight PU panels, 
and trunk bases and rear parcel shelves with PU application 
on Honeycomb panels reinforced with fiber glass for 
vehicles; floor mats and engraved floor coverings with PU 
application on MDF in diverse variations for commercial and 
light commercial vehicles; glove box and floor mats for heavy 
commercial vehicles.
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OMS Group Confirms Its Presence 
In The Automotive Sector

OMS Group has confirmed its presence in the automotive 
sector thanks to the supply of several metering machines to 
the German based group Baur Formschaumtechnik.

The company Baur Formschaumtechnik is a leading supplier 
of polyurethane (PUR) moulded foam parts for the automotive 
industry.
Baur offers developmental assistance ranging from the 
construction of prototypes to production solutions for 
tasks involving acoustics, lightweight construction and 
moulding. Their customers generally come from industry, the 
automotive sector and the area of medical technology.
The company headquarters are located in Mindelheim 
(Germany) but has additional sites in Valašské Meziříčí 
(Czech Republic) and Wuxi (China).
Following the successful installation of the first four OMS 
high pressure foaming machines, the high product quality 

delivered from them, and the excellent co-operation with 
the Customer, OMS Group was newly 

chosen to supply the 

new high pressure machine model Ecomaster MD Rim for the 
new European facility located in Valašské Meziříčí (Czech 
Republic).

The machine is an evolution of the standard model 
ECOMASTER at two components and it includes a third 
independent metering stream based on a hydraulically 
actuated metering cylinder that meters the third chemical 
component directly into the mixing head together with the 
two main components.

The technology adopted guarantees a perfect metering and 
an optimum mixture especially in presence of mineral fillers 
like expandable graphite, melamine, calcium carbonate, etc.
The metering cylinder is manufactured so to avoid parts 
subject to abrasion while the mixing head is equipped with 
special devices to make it resistant to the mineral fillers 
corrosiveness.

The OMS equipment can also work as a two components 
standard machine.
It is indeed equipped with all the accessories that make it 
a high range machine: magnetic couplings of the metering 
pumps, output and ratio automatic controllers through 
flowmeters and inverters, tool for saving and storing the 
operating parameters of the foaming machine on a USB key, 
last generation Siemens PLC.

The high precision and reliability have made the ECOMASTER 
MD RIM machine an essential equipment for the production 
of BAUR.
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OMS Cast Elastomer Machines

Among the different polyurethane systems, elastomers are a 
rather appreciable category in terms of versatility.

From a commercial point of view, rigid or flexible systems can 
not be compared for quantitative reasons but they have in any 
case a big market share due to the remarkable physical and 
mechanical properties of the final products.

According to the definition an elastomer is a material that, 
at room temperature, can be stretched more times for at 
least the double of its original length and that, once the 
strength causing the deformation is over, returns to its 
initial condition.

At general application level, polyurethane elastomers 
are divided according to the shape or structure in dense 
(or solid) and cellular (or microcellular) ones.

The process relative to cast 
elastomer  systems represent for 
Impianti OMS S.p.A. an important 
market niche and further to have 
sold plants in Italy, China and 
Korea we have recently designed 
a special low pressure EL 10 3 
Components (TDI, Polyol and 
Mocha) series metering unit.

This series of machines has been designed and made 
for materials having usually a high viscosity and gelling 
temperatures ranging between 15°C and 90°C.

For EL series of low pressure machines the maximum working 
temperature is 150°C without creating any cold points on the 
whole metering line.
The machine is equipped with independently controlled, 
high accuracy gear metering pumps, driven by three-phase 
electric motor (one for each pump).  The pump output is 
regulated by a frequency converter to ensure precise control 
of pump speed.

The control panel of this EL series provides the handling of 
sequential work cycles through a Siemens PLC interfaced 
with the operator panel through which all machine variables 
and working parameters setting are set and displayed.
Should particular production requirements be raised, Impianti 
OMS S.p.A. is able to design a purposely-made machine to 
match end user’s requests.
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Myral: Innovative Solutions To 
Renovate French Houses

Another successful result achieved by the joint efforts of 
OMS Group technical team thanks to the installation of 
a complete brand new line dedicated to the production 
of insulated sandwich panels for the facades renewal of 
existing domestic houses and industrial buildings for the 
French company Myral.

At the beginning the Myral started its business with the 
manufacturing and trading of insulation products for 
outdoors, then with an important investment and business 
plan including the brand new and fully automated OMS 
continuous panel line, it moved to the industrial stage with a 
production line of large capacity insulated panels.
Myrall expanded its workshop for hosting the OMS fully 
automated production line having high technology content 
and customized technical solutions dedicated to this 
particular business line.
With the installation of the production line for insulation 
panels of facades, Myral fully assumes its new industrial 
status. The family business of Is-sur-Tille, near Dijon, 
originally specializing in the implementation and trade, spent 
quite the crisis of the building, precisely because of this new 
step forward.
This opening to the West France helps optimize the new tool 
production with capacity of 600,000 m2 per year, for now 
third full.
Long-standing distributor of a German manufacturer of 
thermal insulation products, Myral has taken the step to the 
manufacturing, when it declared bankruptcy. An ambitious 

turning with an investment of more than 4 million € for larger 
workshop to house a fully automated production line more 
than 100 meters long.

Sylvain Bonnot’s father, who created the company in 1987, 
filed a patent for a compact system of facades dressing that 
combines an aluminum coating, a thin insulating polyurethane 
and a vapor barrier, all equipped with a fitting process 
coextruded PVC which not only facilitates the installation, 
but acts as a thermal break.
Circumstances have convinced his son who ran the company 
for three years, to launch in 2000, a production line of the 
facades front panels. The success of the product and 
the development of the exterior insulation market in 2013 
convinced him to move to the next level with this ambitious 
investment.
This unique solution has led to rethink the environmental 
impact of their products.

The polyurethane foam system is guaranteed without VOC 
(volatile organic compounds) and 4%, it is derived from bio-
based polymers, vegetable or recycled. But above all, the 
company has internalized the manufacture of fixing banks in 
PVC, it subcontracted far.
An extrusion line was a new profession and a significant 
reduction in carbon impact.

The local manufacture of PVC rods for the interlocking system 
of panels with pellets from a nearby supplier significantly 
reduces transport costs.
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PU Consulting New Impianti OMS 
Distributor In Scandinavia

In 2016 PU CONSULTING was brought into the OMS family as 
the agent for all OMS equipment Sweden, Norway, Denmark, 
Finland , Island and The Baltic Countries.

The arrangement has proved very successful with many of 
PU CONSULTING’s customers benefiting from the product 
application experience provided by the OMS team.

PU Consulting  conducts technology development in polymer 
materials, process and design. 

The Swedish company based in Malmo is part of an 
international network and look primarily to manufacturing 
companies, all offering materials and process development, 
material selection, analysis and problem solving. 

PU Consulting have more than 25 years of experience and 
broad expertise in polymer technology with focus on strong 
and green products.

Expertise ranges from recipe to material properties through 
manufacturing processes.

PU Consulting works include the applications of polyurethane 
and help clients to understand how the properties of 
polyurethane may change in different environments.

“SUPER FOAMING FIXTURE”
for UK - Supermarket counters

When it comes to developing customized solutions to suit 
all production requirements of the customer and flexibility, 
OMS is the right partner.

Recently, one of the UK’s most diverse interior fit-out 
companies selected OMS to supply a complete foaming line 
for supermarket display cabinets.

Our foaming line is a smart and flexible solution capable of 
foaming nine different shapes of refrigerated panels with 
easy and fast changing insert on the foaming fixture.

The equipment being supplied by OMS Group includes 
a 4 meters long foaming fixture style press 1+1 system to 
guarantee high production and no waiting time and a high-
pressure foaming machine for the production of refrigerated 
counters.

Our solution to implement the metering machine on the tunnel 
structure allows saving space.

The high-pressure metering machine model Ecoplus 100,  
installed above the foaming fixture, is equipped with a mixing 
head holder boom able to foam from both directions, the head 
is also equipped with horizontal/vertical movement.
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Oils & Gas Sector Uk Overview 
From Ctm

The Oil & Gas industry in the UK has been a key business 
sector for CTM following our entry in 2002 with our special 
application self-build PU machinery. 
Becoming the UK distributor for Impianti OMS a little over 
three years ago has seen our sales values into this sector 
grow considerably as CTM is now able to offer a wider range 
of cost/technical solutions.

There is no duplication in our respective equipment supply 
capabilities as they complement rather than compete with 
each other. 

The following overview on CTM machine sales represents a 
mix of Impianti OMS machines, CTM Self build machines and 
cross over versions that combine key cost/technical aspects 
from both OMS & CTM.

This industry unique ability allows CTM to design specific 
solutions for each and every customer end use requirement.
CTM is currently working with eight UK based manufacturers 
of PU elastomers, PU foams, Epoxy resins and filled Silicone 
products for the Oil & Gas Sector, in addition CTM has well 
developed links with all of the major raw materials suppliers 
in this sector.  

Below is UK market analysis from CTM with respect to 53 
projects for the UK Oil & Gas sector over the last three years.

New Impianti OMS machine sales by CTM into 
the Oil & Gas sector here in 

the UK amounts to some 47% with CTM self-build machines 
amounting to 20% of new machine sales.

CTM adds value to any machinery supply New machine 
sales alone do not give a complete picture in that 
equipment containerisations, machine conversions, OMS 
refurbishments, machine hire & control systems upgrades 
all form part of CTM’s total supply for the Oil & Gas sector.
Machine containerisation
Processing equipment for the Oil & Gas sector whether 
manufactured by Impianti OMS or CTM is very often 
required to be highly mobile, this is where CTM’s experience 
in equipment containerisation really counts.
CTM is able to supply mobile insulated and air conditioned 
production platforms c/w electrical and pneumatic supplies 
installed in order the machines can be deployed at any 
location in the shortest time.  

Market conditions going forward. Whilst the Oil & Gas sector 
is currently challenging, CTM is still seeing new machine 
sales in particular those manufactured by Impianti OMS 
during 2016.
Equipment containerisation has been a key aspect of CTM’s 
business activities during 2016 suggesting that our clients 
are focusing more on mobile production platforms rather 
than fixed base installations.

CTM is also seeing an increase in machine refurbishing 
coupled with upgrades in order equipment continues to meet 
ever-growing Oil & Gas sector requirements for product 

traceability & process control.
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Complete Plant For Car Air Filters 
Production

We are proud to announce that we have recently 
manufactured and successfully installed a brand-new plant 
for the production of car air filters for the Czech division of 
the international group MANN+HUMMEL. Its production 
facilities in Nová Ves (Czech Republic) helps to serve the 
growing automotive and industrial aftersales market and OE 
sectors in central and eastern Europe.

The plant is composed of a round carousel suitable for the 
movement and the assembly of n.36 pneumatic mould-support 
presses specially designed type for car air filters production; 
OMS supply includes also the automatic integrated release 
agents spray system thanks to the use of with an ABB 
anthropomorphic 6 axes robot complete with release agent 
feeding and spray-gun units.
Thanks to the configuration and the particular design of the 
pneumatic mould carriers,  the plant is capable to produce up 
to 500 filters per hour with mixed production (i.e. production 
of different moulds/shapes of filters simultaneously).
The mould-support presses are equipped with “rapid hook 
system” of the moulds so to carry out the change of the same 
(that is the change of the model of the filter to be produced) in 
zero-time or rather during the normal automatic production 
cycle.

OMS Moves To  Shanghai

The Chinese history for IMPIANTI OMS started in the 2000’s 
when our pioneering work commenced with the opening of 
a representative office in Beijing in 2006 with local technical 
and sales personnel following a previous period of co-
operation with local agents January 2016 sees the transfer 
of the IMPIANTI OMS Chinese office to Shanghai after ten 
years in Beijing.
The decision to move to Shanghai is due to the strategic 
position of this metropolis in China and we are sure that our 
local staff will be able to better follow our customers.
The new office is not only a representative office as in the 
past but a registered Company in every respect with the right 
to import/export goods and purchase and sell to the final 
customers so as to deliver real benefits to our customers in 
the Far East.
OMS has strategically placed a comprehensive stock of 
spare parts so as to ensure efficient and effective solutions 
to customer requests.

The address of our new premises is:
 
OMS PU Technology (Shanghai) Co.,Ltd. 
Room 1610, (Jiahong) No.20, Lane 699, Guangfulin Road, 
Songjiang district, 201613 Shanghai, China    
Tel: (0086) 21 6788 2900
Fax: (0086) 21 6788 2902
 
The Chief Representative is Mr. Zheng who can be reached 
at this email address:  zhengzuochao@vip.sina.com.
The competition in China is very aggressive, however we 
have shown that our equipment which combines good quality 
and excellent after sale service can compete and win against 
low price alone.
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High Speed Lamination Line
in Russia: Celebration Time

Spring 2016 saw the inauguration of the new OMS line for 
the continuous production of PIR boards with flexible faces 
supplied to the giant Russian company Technonicol installed 
in Ryazan, located about 200 kilometers southeast of Moscow

Impianti OMS was chosen to supply this plant and the decision 
reinforces our position as a leading worldwide supplier of 
plant and machinery for the continuous panel market 

With the installation of this new panel line, Technonicol 
increases and diversifies its production regarding the 
insulating materials for the building industry. Indeed the 
prestigious Group already manufacturer of rock wool, mineral 
wool, XPS and EPS insulated boards is now able to produce 
more than 10 million m² boards per year.
The plant is a complete line for the production of PIR boards 
with flexible substrates for flat roofing for the industrial 
buildings and for wall and roofs for domestic houses.
The production line is one of the most technologically 
advanced in the world and is mainly composed of a 45 meters 

high speed laminator the continuous foaming line allowed by 
a double belt conveyor and multi-components high pressure 
metering equipment  with multiple mixing heads. Thanks to 
our division OMS AUTOMATION it was possible to supply 
the turnkey equipment with a fully automated downstream 
equipment including: the cross cutting unit allowing the cut 
of the panels at the desired length, the panel cooling line; the 
automatic stacking and packing line for the final products.
The whole plant is working completely in automatic cycle and 
it is controlled by a series of electric control panels based on 
industrial PLC Siemens S7 series and pertinent HMI interface 
operator panels.

The plant, thanks to a series of safety measure, has been 
designed and realized for the use of different blowing agents, 
included flammable type ones, for the chemical formulation.
The opening ceremony on May 2016 was perfectly organized 
and we were very happy to be part of this party. We are proud 
to be part of this success.
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OMS And Pacific Urethanes
Rio Olympic Success

Pacific Urethanes the OMS machinery agent for Australia and 
New Zealand has developed a microcellular Polyurethane 
foam for the manufacture of Kookaburra Dimple Elite Hockey 
Balls being used exclusively at the Rio Olympics.

Kookaburra the world’s largest supplier of cricket and hockey 
balls worked closely with Pacific Urethanes to develop a 
PU solution that meets the FIH’s stringent performance 
requirements and the expectations of the world’s best 
players. 

The Kookaburra Dimple Elite MK hockey ball is made of a 
golf ball sized solid PU core and then wrapped in layers of 
cork and worsted yarn to form a unique multi-layered quitted 
centre.

A polymer casing is then injected moulded around the centre 
to give the final product it’s renowned tracking dimpled 
appearance.

The OMS low pressure Impact 2 machine was used to develop 
the manufacturing process for the hockey ball inners.
The accurate shot-to-shot volume delivery and maintenance 
of a precise mix ratio were essential for the small dispense 
weights required in production.
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Something New From India

After some years from the appointment of  PALSKEM as 
authorised exclusive representative in India for OMS  range 
of plant and machineries, we see now an increase of business 
for low pressure & high Pressure foaming machines as well 
as continuous and discontinuous lines for the production of 
sandwich panels with metal and flexible faces.

We are proud to mention some of our key customers who 
have chosen IMPIANTI OMS plants & machines in India, 
such as some leading PU system houses, and would like to 
take this occasion to thank our customers.

Pacific Urethanes based their formations on Dow Chemical 
polyurethane raw materials for this exacting application. 
In addition to the on field performance, requirements elite 
players rely not just on sight but the sound to judge the speed 
and trajectory of the ball when it is play.

Pacific Urethanes worked with Kookaburra for over two 
years and developed 14 different formations to achieve the 
successful Olympic standard hockey ball.

Pacific Urethanes and Kookaburra are very proud of their 
achievements in developing a world-class hockey ball which 
will be in play on the world stage at the Rio Olympics.

MANALI PETRO CHEMICAL LTD – located in Chennai Thamil 
Nadu which purchased an high pressure machine Ecomaster 
40/20 for rigid application development for their laboratory 
trials.

DOW CHEMICAL INTERNATIONAL PVT LTD - located In 
Mumbai Maharashtra with and high-pressure foaming 
machine model ECOPLUS 50 for flexible moulded application 
development for laboratory trials.

PRETHO FOAM - located In Hyderabad with the purchase 
of an high pressure foaming machine model ECOPLUS 35 for 
producing flexible moulded seats.

ZECO AIRCON PVT LTD – Shappur Maharashtra which 
purchased a continuous line for producing flexible face duct 
panels.

India is a big and growing market for Polyurethane and is 
growing rapidly in many different sectors.

Mr Parthasaraty says: “Palskem is totally committed in 
promoting OMS plants and machineries, spare parts and 
offer local technical services for our customers in India with 
good results” . 
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High-Tech Production Line For U.S. 
Garage Door Production

Impianti OMS and PPI have recently supplied a turnkey 
continuous panel line for the production of garage doors with 
pentane blown foam.
The equipment includes a bulk storage system for Polyol, 
MDI and pentane facility, a Penta Blend unit together with 
an OMS Penta 50/100 high pressure metering machine. 

One of the main interests in India is the phase out of CFC and 
our new technology about the introduction of the blowing 
agent as third stream directly into the mixing head is enjoying 
great success.

This solution allows the end-users to reduce the investments 
because it is not necessary to replace the existing high 
pressure foaming machines.

IMPIANTI OMS and PALSKEM will strengthen this business 
further in India..

A Poly blend without pentane is supplied to a Penta Blend 
unit where it is metered and mixed with a precise percentage 
of blowing agent. 

The pentane is fed from a dedicated storage facility that 
includes all required ventilation and safety instrumentation. 

The poly blend flow is set by a suitable metering pump with 
volumetric flow meter, while the blowing agent is metered 
by a triple diaphragm pump controlled by a mass flow meter. 
The poly blend with pentane is then dispensed to the mixing 
head. 

The Penta 100/50 metering machine includes an enclosed, 
ventilated poly bend line. MDI is fed directly from the bulk 
storage system to the Penta 100/50 metering machine.

Both lines include jacketed work tanks, metering pumps, flow 
meters and return line heat exchangers with closed loop flow 
control.

The machine control panel includes an Allen Bradly PLC and 
HMI. The safety control panel provides alarms for all safety 
instrumentation (gas, airflow for ventilation and liquid level 
sensors) and controls all safety functions.
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OMS Confirms The Strong Position 
In The Continuous Market Panel 
Line Sector

In recent years the interest for energy savings pushes the 
industry of insulating materials to find new alternative 
solutions to reduce the panel thicknesses and to significant 

save in energy consumption and maintenance costs.
Polyurethane panels are a winning strategy because 
they offer the best performance about thermal insulation 
compared to the same thickness of other insulating materials 
typically used in the building industry.
OMS Group is helping insulated panel manufacturers save a 
huge amount of money every year by installing more energy- 
and chemical-efficient technology.

We have supplied complete production lines from the 
chemical bulk storages to the final packing and palletizing of 
the panels to many of the leading panel producers worldwide 
and we always follow the specific requests made by our 
customers by offering them tailor-made solutions.

From the beginning of our activity, we have installed more 
than 150 continuous panel lines, most of them still working 
today.

The research and the care for saving and improving the 
production cycle led us to develop with the end-users many 
technological solutions such as: the distribution system of 
the reactive mixture on the laydown area and  a new concept 
of in-line blend of the different chemicals composing the 
formulation with the combined use of static and dynamic 
mixing units and high-content nucleation systems.

We can also mention a dedicated system to detect the foam 
pressure generated inside the double belt during production 
in real time so to evaluate the rise and curing profile of 
the foam and to consequently optimize and increase the 
production speed.

Many other technical solutions have been realized by OMS 
Group together with OMS Automation relative to all typical 
operations for handling the panels after their productions.
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Flexible Slabstock Lines

Flexible slabstock production represents nowadays a niche 
but important market for the OMS Group.

As evidence of the fact that we follow any kind of PU 
application, OMS recently signed a contract with the Italian 
company, SITAB, for an important upgrade of their existing 
OMS line.

SITAB Poliuretani Espansi spa produces expanded 
polyurethane foam with different physical-mechanical 
characteristics, destined primarily for the furniture upholstery 
and mattress market but addressed also to the Automotive, 
insulation and packaging sectors. 

Innovation, manufacturing excellence and superior levels of 
service constitute the core values on which SITAB has based 
its business to achieve its goals: customer satisfaction, 
development of new products, well-being of personnel and 
responsible integration with the surrounding territory.

The equipment supplied by OMS Group includes a number 
of devices and metering equipment to produce visco-elastic 
foam systems primarily used for beds and special mattresses 
for medical uses.

New C Rests Easy With OMS

New C Italy srl was founded in 1965 thanks to the dedication 
and vision of the family De Tomasi and it states right now in 
the textile market and the production of products for the bed 
as a solid reality, having as main points the constant search 
for high product quality, as well as a technological innovation 
and constant production.

The most recent step forward in the control of the productive 
and innovative process done is the investment in a new plant 
and equipment for the production of moulded visco-elastic 
foam pillows.

New C endorsed the memory foam technology, has changed 
the quality standards, has studied and created brand new 
formulations that led the company to be more innovative and 
outstanding quality in European production of its own sector.
For their equipment needs OMS Group was selected this year 
to supply an Ecoplus 50F high pressure metering unit coupled 
to an anthropomorphic robot.
The OMS Ecoplus 50F unit also features an I.O.V. (Instant 
Output Visualisation System) equipped with volumetric flow 
meters and also provides visualization and print out facilities 
for all production parameters.
Overall consumption of raw materials and a log of any fault 
conditions is also available through the system.

The equipment was procured to manufacture automatically 
1.500/2.000 pillows per day.
The New C comfort pillow has proven to be an extremely 
popular addition to the wide range of conventional product 
lines and we are sure this dynamic and go-ahead company 
will find several more future uses for more moulded foam 
products. 


